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We study the stability of the Mann and Ishikawa iteration procedures for the
class of Lipschitz f-strongly pseudocontractive maps in arbitrary real Banach
spaces. As a consequence we study the stability of these iteration procedures for
the iterative approximation of solutions of nonlinear equations of the f-strongly
accretive type. Furthermore, we prove that the T-stability of the Mann iteration
Ž .procedure leads to the strong convergence to the fixed point of T of the so-called
wMann iteration method with errors introduced by Liu J. Math. Anal. Appl. 194
Ž . x1995 , 114]125 . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose E is a real Banach space and T is a self-map of E. Suppose
Ž .x g E and x s f T , x defines an iteration procedure which yields a0 nq1 n
 4‘sequence of points x in E. For example, the function iterationn ns0
Ž . Ž .  4x s f T , x s Tx . Suppose F T s x g E: Tx s x / B and thatnq1 n n
 4 U Ž .  4‘x converges strongly to x g F T . Suppose y is a sequence in En n ns0
 4‘ q w . 5 Ž .5and e is a sequence in R s 0, ‘ given by e s y y f T , y . Ifn ns0 n nq1 n
lim e s 0 implies that lim y s xU , then the iteration proceduren“‘ n n“‘ n
Ž .defined by x s f T , x is said to be T-stable or stable with respect to Tnq1 n
Ž w x.see, for example, 10]12, 17, 18, 20]22, 24]26 .
 4We say that the iteration procedure x is almost T stable or almostn
stable with respect to T if Ý‘ e - ‘ implies that lim y s xU. Clearly anns0 n n
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 4iteration procedure x which is T-stable is almost T-stable. We shalln
show later in this paper that an iteration procedure which is almost
T-stable may fail to be T-stable. We shall also present an example where
some iteration procedures are neither T-stable nor almost T-stable.
Stability results for several iteration procedures for certain classes of
nonlinear mappings have been established in recent papers by several
Ž w xauthors see, for example, 10]12, 17, 18, 20]22, 24]26 . Harder and Hicks
w x  412 showed how such sequences y could arise in practice and demon-n
strated the importance of investigating the stability of various iteration
procedures for various classes of nonlinear mappings. As was remarked by
Ž Ž . .Massa Math. Re¤iews 90a 1990 , no. 54109a, 54H25 , the discussion
w xabout stability is very rich in examples. In 10 some applications of
stability results to first order differential equations are discussed.
w x w xRecently, the author 19, 22 studied the stability of certain Mann 16
w xand Ishikawa 13 iteration procedures for fixed points of Lipschitz strong
pseudocontractions, and solutions of nonlinear accreti¤e operator equations.
Let J denote the normalized duality mapping from E into 2 E
U
given by
U ² : 5 5 2 5 2 5J x s f g E : x , f s x s f ,Ž .  4
U ² :where E denotes the dual space of E and ? , ? denotes the generalized
duality pairing. It is well known that if EU is strictly convex, then J is
single-valued. In the sequel we shall denote the single-valued normalized
duality mapping by j.
Ž . Ž .An operator T with domain D T and range R T in E is called a
Ž . Ž . Žstrong pseudocontraction if for all x, y g D T there exist j x y y g J x
.y y and t ) 1 such that
1 25 5² :Tx y Ty , j x y y F x y y . 1Ž . Ž .
t
Ž w x.T is called f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e see, for example, 19 if for all
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y g D T there exist j x y y g J x y y and a strictly increasing func-
w . w . Ž .tion f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ with f 0 s 0 such that
25 5 5 5² :Tx y Ty , j x y y F x y y y f x y y x y y . 2Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xIt is shown in 19 that the class of strongly pseudocontractive operators is
a proper subset of the class of f-strongly pseudocontractive operators. The
class of strong pseudocontractions and the class of f-strong pseudocon-
Žtractions have been studied extensively by several authors see, for exam-
w x.ple, 1]9, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23, 28 . Interest in strong pseudocontractions and
f-strong pseudocontractions stems mainly from their firm connection with
the important classes of strongly accreti¤e operators and f-strongly accreti¤e
operators, respectively.
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Ž .An operator T is called strongly accreti¤e if for all x, y g D T there
Ž . Ž .exist j x y y g J x y y and a constant k ) 0 such that
5 5 2² :Tx y Ty , j x y y G k x y y . 3Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .T is called f-strongly accreti¤e if for all x, y g D T there exist j x y y g
Ž . w . w . Ž .J x y y and a strictly increasing function f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ with f 0 s 0
such that
5 5 5 5² :Tx y Ty , j x , y G f x y y x y y . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .If I denotes the identity operator, then it follows from inequalities 1 ] 4
Žthat T is strongly pseudocontractive respectively, f-strongly pseudocon-
. Ž . Žtractive if and only if I y T is strongly accretive respectively, f-strongly
. Žaccretive . Thus the mapping theory for strongly accretive operators re-
.spectively, f-strongly accretive operators is closely related to the fixed
Žpoint theory for strongly pseudocontractive operators respectively, f-
.strongly pseudocontractive operators . Recent interest in mapping theory
for strongly accretive operators and f-strongly accretive operators, partic-
ularly as it relates to the existence theorems for nonlinear ordinary and
partial differential equations, has prompted a corresponding interest in
fixed-point theory for strong pseudocontractions and f-strong pseudocon-
Ž w x.tractions see, for example, 1]9, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23, 28 .
Ž w x.It is well known see, for example, 15 that if T : E “ E is continuous
and strongly pseudocontractive, then T has a unique fixed point. Further-
more, if T : E “ E is continuous and strongly accretive, then T is
surjective, so that for a given f g E, the equation
Tx s f 5Ž .
has a unique solution.
w xIn 21 the author proved that certain Mann and Ishikawa iteration
procedures are stable with respect to Lipschitz strong pseudocontractions
in real q-uniformly smooth Banach spaces. As a consequence of our results
we proved that certain Mann and Ishikawa iteration procedures for ap-
Ž . Ž .proximating the solution of 5 when it exists are stable in real q-uni-
w x w xformly smooth Banach spaces. In 22 we extended the results of 21 to
arbitrary real Banach spaces.
It is our purpose in this paper to examine the stability of the Mann and
Ishikawa iteration procedures for the more general class of Lipschitz
f-strong pseudocontractions in arbitrary real Banach spaces. As a conse-
quence, we examine, in arbitrary real Banach spaces, the stability of
certain Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods for the iterative approxima-
Ž . Ž .tion of the solution of 5 when it exists when T is a Lipschitz f-strongly
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accretive operator. Furthermore, we prove that the T-stability or the
almost T-stability of the Mann iteration procedure leads to the strong
convergence of the so-called Mann iteration method with errors introduced
w xin 15 to the fixed point of T.
We shall need the following:
w x  4‘  4‘LEMMA TX 27, p. 303 . Suppose that a and b are twon ns0 n ns0
sequences of nonnegati¤e numbers satisfying the inequality
a F a q b , n G 0.nq1 n n
If Ý‘ b - ‘, then lim a exists.ns0 n n“‘ n
2. MAIN RESULTS
For the rest of this paper L will denote the Lipschitz constant of T and
L# s 1 q L. We now prove the following:
THEOREM 1. Suppose E is an arbitrary real Banach space and T : E “ E
Ž .is a Lipschitz f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e operator. Suppose F T / B and
 4‘  4‘a and b are real sequences satisfying the conditionsn ns0 n ns0
Ž .i 0 F a , b F 1, n G 0,n n
Ž . ‘ii Ý a s ‘,ns0 n
Ž . ‘iii Ý a b - ‘,ns0 n n
Ž . ‘ 2iv Ý a - ‘.ns0 n
 4‘Suppose x is the sequence generated from an arbitrary x g E byn ns0 0
z s 1 y b x q b Tx , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Tz , n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n
 4‘  4‘ qSuppose y is a sequence in E and define e : R byn ns0 n ns0
s s 1 y b y q b Ty , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
e s y y 1 y a y y a Ts , n G 0.Ž .n nq1 n n n n
Then:
 4 U1. The sequence x con¤erges strongly to the fixed point x of T.n
U U U5 5 5 52. y y x F 1 y a r p , x y y xŽ .nq1 n n n
U3 2 2 5 5q L q 4L q 3 1 q L a y y xŽ . n n
5 U 5q L 1 q L a b y y x q e , 6Ž . Ž .n n n n
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Ž .where p s 1 y a y q a Ts , andn n n n n
Uf p y xŽ .nUr p , x s .Ž .n U U1 q f p y x q p y xŽ .n n
‘ U  43. Ý e - ‘ implies lim y s x , so that x is almost T-stable.ns0 n n“‘ n n
4. lim y s xU implies lim e s 0.n“‘ n n“‘ n
Ž .Proof. It follows from inequality 2 that if T has a fixed point, then
the fixed point is unique. Let xU denote the fixed point.
w xItem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2 of 23 .
Ž .We now prove 2]4. Observe that inequality 2 implies that
² :I y T x y I y T y , j x y yŽ . Ž . Ž .
5 5G f x y y x y yŽ .
5 5f x y yŽ . 2 25 5 5 5G x y y s r x , y x y y , 7Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 51 q f x y y q x y yŽ .
where
f x y yŽ . wr x , y s g 0, 1 ; x , y g E.Ž . .
1 q f x y y q x y yŽ .
Ž .It follows from 7 that
² :I y T x y r x , y x y I y T y y r x , y y , j x y y G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xso that it follows from Lemma 1.1 of Kato 14 that
5 5x y y F x y y q l I y T x y r x , y x y I y T y y r x , y yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
8Ž .
for all x, y g E and for all l ) 0. Observe that
U5 5y y x F y y 1 y a y y a TsŽ .nq1 nq1 n n n n
U Uq 1 y a y y x q a Ts y xŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n
U Us e q 1 y a y y x q a Ts y x . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
Ž .Set p s 1 y a y q a Ts . Thenn n n n n
y s p q a y y a Tsn n n n n n
Us 1 q a p q a I y T p y r p , x pŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
y 1 y r p , xU a yŽ .Ž .n n n
q 2 y r p , xU a 2 y y Ts q a Tp y Ts .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n n
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Observe that
U U U U Ux s 1 q a x q a I y T x y r p , x xŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n
y 1 y r p , xU a xU ,Ž .Ž .n n
so that
anU U Uy y x s 1 q a p y x q I y T p y r p , x pŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n1 q an
U U Uy I y T x y r p , x xŽ . Ž .Ž .n
y 1 y r p , xU a y y xU q 2 y r p , xUŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n
= a 2 y y Ts q a Tp y Ts .Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
Thus
anU U U5 5y y x G 1 q a p y x q I y T p y r p , x pŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n1 q an
U U Uy I y T x y r p , x xŽ . Ž .Ž .n
U 5 U 5 Uy 1 y r p , x a y y x y 2 y r p , xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n
2 5 5 5 5= a y y Ts y a Tp y Tsn n n n n n
5 U 5 U 5 U 5G 1 q a p y x y 1 y r p , x a y y xŽ . Ž .Ž .n n n n n
U 2 5 5 5 5y 2 y r p , x a y y Ts y a Tp y TsŽ .Ž .n n n n n n n
using 8 .Ž .Ž .
Hence
U1 q 1 y r p , x aŽ .Ž .n nU U5 5 5 5p y x F y y xn n1 q an
U 2 5 5 5 5q 2 y r p , x a y y Ts q a Tp y Ts . 10Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n n
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Furthermore, we have the estimates
U U U5 5s y x s 1 y b y y x q b Ty y xŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
5 U 5 5 U 5w xF 1 y b q Lb y y x F 1 q L y y x ,Ž .n n n n 11Ž .
U U U5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y y Ts F y y x q L s y x F 1 q L 1 q L y y x ,Ž .n n n n n
5 5 5 5Tp y Ts F L p y sn n n n
s L 1 y a y y s q a Ts y sŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
5 5 5 U 5F L 1 y a b y y Ty q a L 1 q L s y xŽ . Ž .n n n n n n
2 U5 5F L 1 q L b q a L 1 q L y y x . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Using 11 and 12 in 10 we obtain
U1 q 1 y r p , x aŽ .Ž .n nU U U5 5 5 5p y x F y y x q 2 y r p , xŽ .Ž .n n n1 q an
2 5 U 5= a 1 q L 1 q L y y xŽ .Ž .n n
2 U5 5q a L 1 q L b q a L 1 q L y y xŽ . Ž .n n n n
U1 q 1 y r p , x aŽ .Ž .n n U5 5F y y xn1 q an
2 U2 5 5q a 2 1 q L 1 q L q L 1 q L y y xŽ . Ž .Ž .n n
5 U 5q a b L 1 q L y y xŽ .n n n
U U2 5 5F 1 q 1 y r p , x a 1 y a q a y y xŽ .Ž .n n n n n
3 2 2 5 U 5w xq L q 4L q 3L q 2 a y y xn n
5 U 5q a b L 1 q L y y xŽ .n n n
U U2 5 5F 1 y a r p , x q a y y xŽ .n n n n
3 2 2 5 U 5w xq L q 4L q 3L q 2 a y y xn n
5 U 5q a b L 1 q L y y xŽ .n n n
U U5 5s 1 y a r p , x y y xŽ .n n n
U3 2 2 5 5q L q 4L q 3 1 q L a y y xŽ . n n
5 U 5q a b L 1 q L y y x . 13Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Using 13 in 9 now yields 6 , completing the proof of 2.
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‘ Ž .Next we prove 3. Suppose Ý e - ‘. Then 6 implies thatns0 n
5 U 5 5 U 5w xy y x F 1 q d y y x q e , 14Ž .nq1 n n n
Ž 3 2 . 2 Ž . ‘where d s L q 4L q 3L q 3 a q a b L 1 q L . Since Ý d - ‘,n n n n ns0 n
Ž . 5 U 54‘ 5 U 5inequality 14 implies that y y x is bounded. Suppose y y xn ns0 n
Ž .F D ;n G 0. Then 14 implies that
5 U 5 5 U 5 5 U 5y y x F y y x q Dd q e s y y x q s ,nq1 n n n n n
5where s s Dd q e , and it follows from Lemma TX that lim y yn n n n“‘ n
U 5x exists.
5 U 5Suppose lim y y x s d G 0. We prove that d s 0. Assume, forn“‘ n
5 U 5 Ž .5 U 5 Žcontradiction, that d ) 0. Since Ts y x F L 1 q L y y x F L 1n n
. 5 U 5q L D and lim a s 0, it follows that lim a Ts y x s 0. Fur-n“‘ n n“‘ n n
thermore, it follows from the inequality
5 U 5 5 U 51 y a y y x y a Ts y xŽ .n n n n
5 U 5 5 U 5 5 U 5F p y x F 1 y a y y x q a Ts y xŽ .n n n n n
5 U 5that lim p y x s d ) 0. Hence there exists a nonnegative integern“‘ n
N such that
d d
U U5 5 5 5p y x G , y y x G ;n G N.n n2 2
Since
5 U 5 5 U 5 5 U 5p y x F 1 y a y y x q a L 1 q L y y xŽ . Ž .n n n n n
F 1 q L 1 q L D [ M ,Ž .
then
5 U 5f p y x f dr2Ž .Ž .nUr p , x s GŽ .n U U5 5 5 51 q f p y x q p y x 1 q f M q MŽ .Ž .n n
;n G N ,
Ž .so that 6 implies that
f dr2 aŽ . nU U5 5 5 5y y x F 1 y y y xnq1 n1 q f M q MŽ .
3 2 2 5 U 5w xq L q 4L q 3L q 3 a y y xn n
5 U 5q a b L 1 q L y y x q e ;n G NŽ . Ž .n n n n
f dr2 dr2 aŽ . Ž . nU5 5F y y x yn 1 q f M q MŽ .
w 3 2 x 2q L q 4L q 3L q 3 Dan
q a b L 1 q L D q e ;n G N .Ž . Ž .n n n
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Thus
f dr2 dr2 aŽ . Ž . n U U5 5 5 5F y y x y y y x q r ;n G N , 15Ž .n nq1 n1 q f M q MŽ .
w 3 2 x 2 Ž .where r s L q 4L q 3L q 3 Da q a b L 1 q L D q e . It followsn n n n n
Ž .from 15 that
n nf dr2 dr2Ž .
U5 5a F y y x q r . 16Ž .Ý Ýj N j1 q f M q MŽ . jsN jsN
‘ Ž . ‘Since Ý r - ‘, inequality 16 implies that Ý a - ‘, contradictingns0 n ns0 n
Ž .condition ii . Hence d s 0, completing the proof of 3.
We now prove 4. Suppose lim y s xU. Thenn“‘ n
e s y y 1 y a y y a TsŽ .n nq1 n n n n
U U U5 5F y y x q 1 y a y y x q a Ts y xŽ . Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n
U U5 5 5 5F y y x q 1 q L 1 q L y y x “ 0 as n “ ‘,Ž .nq1 n
completing the proof of Theorem 1.
If we set b s 0 ;n G 0 in Theorem 1 we obtain the following:n
Ž .  4COROLLARY 1. Suppose E, T , and F T are as in Theorem 1 and a isn
a real sequence satisfying the conditions:
Ž .i 0 F a F 1,n
Ž . ‘ii Ý a s ‘,ns0 n
Ž . ‘ 2iii Ý a - ‘.ns0 n
 4Suppose x is the sequence generated from an arbitrary x g E byn 0
x s 1 y a x q a Tx , n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n
 4  4 qSuppose y is a sequence in E and define e : R byn n
e s y y 1 y a y y a Ty , n G 0.Ž .n nq1 n n n n
Then:
 4 U1. The sequence x con¤erges strongly to the fixed point x of T.n
5 U 5 w Ž U .x5 U 5 w 3 2 Ž2. y y x F 1 y a r p , x y y x q L q 4L q 3 1 qn n n n
.x 2 5 U 5 Ž .L a y y x q e , where p s 1 y a y q a Ty andn n n n n n n n
5 U 5f p y xŽ .nUr p , x s .Ž .n U U5 5 5 51 q f P y x q p y xŽ .n n
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‘ U  43. Ý e - ‘ implies that lim y s x , so that x is almostns0 n n“‘ n n
T-stable.
4. lim y s xU implies lim e s 0.n“‘ n n“‘ n
Remark 1. For T : E “ E a Lipschitz f-strongly pseudocontractive
Ž .map with F T / B, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 show that the Ishikawa
and the Mann iteration procedures considered in the Theorem 1 and the
Corollary 1, respectively, are almost T-stable. The following example shows
that the iteration procedures are not T-stable.
EXAMPLE 1. Let R denote the reals with the usual norm. Define T :
R “ R by Tx s xr2. Then it follows from Theorem 1 that the sequence
 4x generated from an arbitrary x g R byn 0
z s 1 y b x q b Tx , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Tz , n G 0,Ž .nq1 n n n n
converges strongly to the fixed point of T and is almost T-stable.
We now show that it is not T-stable.
 4 Ž .Let y : R be given by y s nr 1 q n , n G 0. Thenn n
e s y y 1 y a y y a T 1 y b y q b TyŽ . Ž .Ž .n nq1 n n n n n n n
n q 1 n n 2n y nbŽ .ns y q a ynn q 2 n q 1 n q 1 4 n q 1Ž .
1 2n q nbŽ .ns q ann q 2 n q 1 4 n q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 3na 1 3an nF q F q .
n q 2 n q 1 4 n q 1 n q 2 n q 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence lim e s 0. However, lim y s 1 / 0 s lim x s the uniquen“‘ n n n“‘ n
fixed point of T. Observe that
1 a 2n q nb a 2n q nb naŽ . Ž .n n n n n
e s q G Gn n q 2 n q 1 4 n q 1 4 n q 1 2 n q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
anG ;n G 1,
4
so that Ý‘ e s ‘.ns0 n
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Ž . Ž .Remark 2. An operator T with domain D T and range R T in E is
Ž w x. Ž .  Ž .called f-hemicontracti¤e see, for example, 19 if F T s x g D T :
4 Ž . U Ž . Ž U .Tx s x / B and for all x g D T and x g F T there exist j x y x g
Ž U . w . w . Ž .J x y x and a strictly increasing function f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ with f 0 s 0
such that
U U 5 U 5 2 5 U 5 5 U 5² :Tx y x , j x y x F x y x y f x y x x y x .Ž . Ž .
w xThe example in 3 shows that the class of f-strongly pseudocontractive
operators with nonempty fixed point sets is a proper subset of the class of
f-hemicontractive operators. It is easy to see that Theorem 1, Corollary 1,
and Remark 1 easily extend to the class of f-hemicontractive operators.
THEOREM 2. Suppose E is an arbitrary real Banach space and T : E “ E
is a Lipschitz f-strongly accreti¤e operator. Suppose the equation Tx s f has a
solution for a gi¤en f g E. Define S: E “ E by Sx s f q x y Tx. Suppose
 4  4  4a and b are as in Theorem 1 and suppose x is the sequence generatedn n n
from an arbitrary x g E by0
z s 1 y b x q b Sx , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Sz , n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n
 4  4 qSuppose y is a sequence in E and define e : R byn n
v s 1 y b y q b Sy , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
e s y y 1 y a y y a Sv , n G 0.Ž .n nq1 n n n n
Then
 4 U1. The sequence x con¤erges strongly to the solution x of then
equation Tx s f.
U U U5 5 5 52. y y x F 1 y a r p , x y y xŽ .nq1 n n n
U3 2 2 5 5q L# q 4L# q 3 1 q L# a y y xŽ . n n
5 U 5q a b L# 1 q L# y y x q e ,Ž .n n n n
Ž .where p s 1 y a y q a Tv andn n n n n
5 U 5f p y xŽ .nUr p , x s .Ž .n U U5 5 5 51 q f p y x q p y xŽ .n n
‘ U  43. Ý e - ‘ implies that lim y s x , so that x is almost S-ns0 n n n
stable.
4. lim y s xU implies that lim e s 0.n n
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Ž .Proof. It follows from inequality 4 that if Tx s f has a solution, then
the solution is unique. Let xU denote the solution. Then xU is a fixed
point of S and S is Lipschitz with constant L# s 1 q L. Furthermore, for
Ž . Ž .all x, y g E, there exists j x y y g J x y y such that
5 5 2 5 5 5 5² :Sx y Sy , j x y y F x y y y f x y y x y y ,Ž . Ž .
so that S is f-strongly pseudocontractive. The proof of 1 is just as given in
w xTheorem 1 of 23 and the proofs of 2]4 are now essentially the same as
the proofs of 2]4 in Theorem 1 and are therefore omitted.
COROLLARY 2. Suppose E, T , f , and S are as in Theorem 2 and Tx s f
 4  4has a solution. Let a be as in Corollary 1. Suppose x is the sequencen n
generated from an arbitrary x g E by0
x s 1 y a x q a Sx , n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n
 4  4 qSuppose y is a sequence in E and define e : R byn n
e s y y 1 y a y y a Sy , n G 0.Ž .n nq1 n n n n
Then:
 4 U1. The sequence x con¤erges strongly to the solution x of then
equation Tx s f.
U U U5 5 5 52. y y x F 1 y a r p , x y y xŽ .nq1 n n n
3 2q L# q 4L# q 3 1 q L#Ž .
2 5 U 5= a y y x q en n n
Ž .where p s 1 y a y q a Ty andn n n n n
5 U 5F p y xŽ .nUr p , x s .Ž .n U U5 5 5 51 q f p y x q p y xŽ .n n
‘ U  43. Ý e - ‘ implies that lim y s x , so that x is almost S-ns0 n n n
stable.
4. lim y s xU implies that lim e s 0.n n
Remark 3. For T : E “ E a Lipschitz f-strongly accretive operator, if
Tx s f has a solution, Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 show that the Ishikawa-
type and the Mann-type iteration methods given in Theorem 2 and
Corollary 2, respectively, are almost stable with respect to S where Sx s f q
x y Tx and the fixed point of S is the unique solution of the equation
Tx s f. The following example shows that the iteration methods are not
stable with respect to S.
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EXAMPLE 2. Let R and T be as in Example 1. Then the equation
Tx s f has a unique solution for any given f g R. Define S: R “ R by
 4Sx s f q x y Tx s f q xr2, and let x be the sequence generated fromn
an arbitrary x g R by0
z s 1 y b x q b Sx , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Sz , n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n
 4Then it follows from Theorem 2 that x converges strongly to the uniquen
solution of the equation Tx s f , and it is almost S-stable.
We now prove that it is not S-stable. For f s 0, the proof follows exactly
Ž . Ž .as in Example 1 with y s n n q 1 . If f / 0, we may take y s 1r n q 1 ,n n
n G 0. Then
e s y y 1 y a y y a S 1 y b y q b SyŽ . Ž .Ž .n nq1 n n n n n n
y1 1 b b fn ns q a q y y fnn q 2 n q 1 2 n q 1 4 n q 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 1 bn
< <F q q a 1 q f “ 0 as n “ ‘.n ž /n q 2 n q 1 n q 1 2Ž . Ž .
However, lim y s 0 / 2 f s lim x s the unique solution of the equationn n
Tx s f.
Remark 4. The Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods in Theorem 1
and Corollary 1 are shown to be almost T-stable where T is a Lipschitz
f-strongly pseudocontractive map. Furthermore, the Mann-type and the
Ishikawa-type iteration methods in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 are shown
to be almost S-stable where T is a Lipschitz f-strongly accretive operator,
Sx s f q x y Tx, and the unique fixed point of S is the unique solution of
the equation Tx s f.
Examples 1 and 2 show that the iteration methods in Theorem 1 and
Corollary 1 are not T-stable and that the iteration methods in Theorem 2
and Corollary 2 are not S-stable. It is certainly of interest to obtain
Mann-type and Ishikawa-type iteration methods which are stable with
respect to Lipschitz f-strong pseudocontractions. Furthermore, it is of
interest to obtain stable Mann-type and Ishikawa-type iteration methods
Ž .for the iterative approximation of the solution when it exists of the
equation Tx s f when T is a Lipschitz f-strongly accretive operator.
THEOREM 3. Suppose E is a real Banach space and T : E “ E is a
Ž .  4Lipschitz f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e operator. Suppose F T / B and an
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 4  4‘and b are as in Theorem 1. Suppose u is any summable sequence inn n ns0
Ž ‘ 5 5 .  4E i.e., Ý u - ‘ . Then the sequence y generated from any y g E byns0 n n 0
y s 1 y a y q a T 1 y b y q b Ty q u , n G 0, 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n
con¤erges strongly to the fixed point of T.
U Ž .Proof. Let x denote the fixed point of T. From 17 we obtain
5 5u s y y 1 y a y y a T 1 y b y q b Ty .Ž . Ž .Ž .n nq1 n n n n n n
‘ 5 5 USince Ý u - ‘, it follows from Theorem 1 that lim y s x .ns0 n n
 4Remark 5. If b s 0 ;n G 0 in Theorem 3, y reduces to the Mannn n
w xiteration method with errors introduced in 15 . Thus, the almost T-stabil-
ity of the Mann iteration method in Corollary 1 implies the strong
convergence of the Mann iteration method with errors to the fixed point of
T. Furthermore, it is clear from Theorem 3 and Example 1 that the strong
convergence of the Mann iteration method with errors to the fixed point of
T does not imply the T-stability of the original Mann iteration method. It
is therefore more interesting to study the stability of the original Mann
and Ishikawa iteration methods rather than studying these iteration meth-
ods with errors which appear to have questionable usefulness. The intro-
duction of the error terms seems unmotivated, because under the hypothe-
ses usually imposed on the error terms, all computations follow exactly as
in the case of iteration methods without errors to yield results already
known for the original iteration methods. There are no known examples
where the original Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods behave differ-
ently from the Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods with errors. It
appears the error terms only unnecessarily complicate the iteration
schemes.
 4  4THEOREM 4. Suppose E, T , S, a , and b are as in Theorem 2.n n
 4Suppose the equation Tx s f has a solution, and u is a summable sequencen
 4in E. Then the sequence y generated from an arbitrary y g E byn 0
y s 1 y a y q a S 1 y b y q b Sy q u , n G 0, 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n
con¤erges strongly to the solution of the equation Tx s f.
U Ž .Proof. Let x denote the solution of the equation Tx s f. From 18
we obtain
5 5u s y y 1 y a y y a S 1 y b y q b Sy ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n nq1 n n n n n n n
‘ 5 5 Uand since Ý u - ‘, it follows from Theorem 2 that lim y s x .ns0 n n
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Finally we present an example where the Mann and Ishikawa iteration
methods are neither T-stable nor almost T-stable.
w xEXAMPLE 3 11, p. 687 . Let R denote the reals with the usual norm.
 4  4Let T : R “ R be the identity mapping on R. Let a and b be anyn n
w x  4sequences in 0, 1 and let x be the sequence generated from x g R ,n 0
x / 0 by0
z s 1 y b x q b Tx , n G 0,Ž .n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Tz , n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n
Ž .  4Clearly x g F T and x converges strongly to x .0 n 0
Ž .Let y s 1r n q 1 , n G 0. Thenn
e s y y 1 y a y y a T 1 y b y q b TyŽ . Ž .Ž .n nq1 n n n n n n n
1
s .
n q 1 n q 2Ž . Ž .
‘ Ž .  4Hence Ý e - ‘. However, lim y s 0 / lim x s x g F T . Thus xns0 n n n 0 n
is not almost T-stable, and hence not T-stable.
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